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Mayo Clinic's core values include a commitment to provide our students and staff with a safe

environment that maximizes our opportunity to learn and work together to advance our collective
knowledge and to assist the patients that depend on us. As part of that mission, we also strive to
communicate in a way that makes it clear how Mayo Clinic has responded to issues and
challenges that arise from time to time with as much transparency as our competing obligations
allow. This is one of those communications.

Professional misconduct in science is a topic that has become increasingly important nationally.
Recently, the National Institutes of Health identified recommendations on how to address
professional misconduct. The recommendations emphasized that NIII-funded institutions should
both prioritize the reporting and investigating of professional misconduct concems and maintain
a code of conduct that addresses inappropriate behaviors beyond harassment. The
recommendations emphasized the need to increase transparency and accountability when
professional misconduct is reported and investigated. Mayo Clinic is committed to the principles
underlying these recommendations and recognizes the importance of addressing professional
misconduct in science across all three shields of our institution.

Mayo Clinic recently received reports about the behavior of a long-standing researcher who also
supervised students and others. We conducted an investigation which determined that the
behavior violated several Mayo Clinic policies, including our policies regarding Mutual Respect,
Harassment, and Unacceptable Conduct. Mayo Clinic also concluded that the researcher's
behavior was inconsistent with the Mayo Model of Professionalism and Mayo Clinic's core
values. A recommendation for termination of the researcher's relationship with Mayo Clinic was
made, and a decision was made to close the laboratory involvcd. The researcher chose to retire
and did not challenge the recommendation through termination proceedings. We are thankful to
those who shared their concerns and exposed the unacceptable environment that existed.

Mayo Clinic is actively supporting those impacted by these dccisions and is in the process of
transitioning affected individuals into other opportunities. A coordinatcd effort is in place to
ensure student protection while completing ongoing research projects. Importantly, the
researcher will not be permitted to return to the laboratory and is not allowed to have
unsupervised communication with any student who wants to coordinate the completion of
research. Mayo Clinic has also met its obligation to report this situation to the National Institutes
of Health. The combination of thesc actions, including eliminating the unacceptablc
environment, and assisting those affccted, reflects Mayo Clinic's commitment to its values,
policies, staff, and students.

Furthering its commitment to address professional misconduct in these settings, Mayo Clinic will
be taking additional steps to address professional misconduct in science. The Research and



Education shields will work with basic science chairs to cnsure a positive, collaborative, and

respectful work and leaming environment. We look forward to learning from and partnering

with you to address this important matter of shared conceln together.
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